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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.10 

 

General 

 JEDS-A7DGEH - Now it’s possible to merge several paths at one in the Update Document Path 
procedure, the window Update Paths. Please note that this is only allowed for users of the type ADMIN. 

 AKWK-A7NLKQ - The column Earliest delivery date displayed incorrect date in the Order List – Sales/ 
Order List – Purchase procedures with list type Only total. 

 SSTG-A83BCN - It wasn’t possible to save an Agreement without rows if you had the setting "Mandatory 
coding on order rows?" activated. This occurred for both sales- and purchase agreements. 

 MWIK-A8LC9S - Shared Saved default values didn’t work properly. 

 FOHN-A8SAVR - The installation program shall no longer control system id on remote companies. 

 AFOG-A8YDL6 - E-mail integration didn’t work for newly created orders in Order registration procedures. 

 FOHN-A92HN2 - A program error occurred when File browser (Save/open file) displayed xlsx and docx files 
with Office 2016 installed on Windows and newer. Office has a supplement registered with the Explorer and 
the File browser that loads the files in XML format. The third party component in MONITOR had a version of 
directory for XML files for Windows 7 and previous versions. 

 FOHN-A99K7B - .NET shall only be loaded when it’s used, not only because a procedure is opened. 

 FOHN-A99KF4 - The window functions, Find procedure, My windows and the Monitor menu are optimized to 
improve the performance. 

 AFOG-A9KHUF - This only affects systems with the supplement Document Viewer. The printout of PDF-files 
is improved and support for LibreOffice is implemented. 

 FOHN-A9TFWG - Statistics will include more tables in the database during installation. 

Manufacturing 

 AKWK-A8PA7A - The Measuring data wasn’t displayed on the Manufacturing order if the part was 
incorporated material to another part. 

Purchase 

 KFTM-A52E6Y - The name of the procedure wasn’t displayed in the Log in the supplement MONITOR 
Authorize. 

 SHÖD-A6HHAG - Even if you didn’t have rights to a Purchase account, you could link and final code a 
supplier invoice with this account in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 LREM-A6XALV - A block is added that doesn’t allow you to save a voucher when the Batch number doesn’t 
match or if it’s used. 

 SSTG-A77BXK - If you arrival reported a not advised row in the Arrival Reporting procedure, the advising 
for the already advised row disappeared. 

 LREM-A79HGT - The PDF viewer is updated to manage displaying invoice images that MONITOR previously 

couldn’t display. 

 CSIG-A79HM9 - It wasn’t possible to add a part during arrival reporting in the Arrival Reporting 
procedure and set Receiving inspection on the row, if you had receiving inspection set on the purchase 
order. 
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 SHÖD-A7PKL8 - If you changed supplier group on a purchase order from the original group registered on 
the supplier. The price difference, if any, was coded on the incorrect price difference account when 
registering the invoice in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. The account was taken from the 
supplier group registered on the supplier in the Update Supplier procedure  

 SSTG-A8ABZY - If you registered a purchase order row type1 in the Register Purchase Order procedure 
and changed it to row type 2, the suppliers Part number remained and was printed on the form. 

 GÅNY-A8KD3H - The text on the button Int.pmt. in the Update Supplier procedure is changed to Pmt. 
Info. The setting "International payment format" is renamed to "Payment format" and the setting 
"International Payment format – confirmation" is renamed to "Payment format – confirmation" on the 
System tab in the Settings procedure. 

 LAHM-A8KHH6 - The Pay via field was left empty when importing invoices in the Import Supplier Invoice 
procedure. Now the information in the field will be as the setting on the supplier. 

 LAHM-A8PK4D - Incorrect currency code was displayed for international payments in the Lithuanian 
payment file. 

 LAHM-A8QK3R - When you created an ISO file, (PG-file), the Clearing number in the files to SEB and 
Swedbank became incorrect. 

 LREM-A8W99Z - The PDF viewer is updated to manage displaying invoice images that MONITOR previously 
couldn’t display. 

 CSIG-A8ZGPP - The check against minimum order amount didn’t work if the purchase order was created 
from purchase order suggestions and the supplier has another currency than the company currency. No 
warning was displayed. 

 LAHM-A92J6T - News: Now is ISO 20022 available in the Setting "Default payment method for new 
suppliers" under Suppliers on the Purchase tab in the Settings procedure. 

 SSÖG-A98FSQ - If you sent e-mails from the Print Delivery Schedules procedure, the XML-file wasn’t 
attached in the e-mail if the supplier had several delivery addresses registered. 

 FOHN-A99DFW - The control of purchase limit was too hard in the Import EDI Order Responses 
procedure. The control hit even if the total on the order was unchanged. 

 LAHM-A9LH9V - When calculating and accounting price differences when registering supplier invoices 
compared with the price alternative supplier price, the price difference was incorrectly calculated. 

 LAHM-A9M9XB - If you had invoices to be paid to two different suppliers with the same PlusGiro number. 
The total in the file could be incorrect and differ from the total in the Transaction list. 

 LAHM-A9TJKL - News: The setting regarding ISO payments under Purchase | Payments Out in the 
Settings procedure is changed from "Signer ID" to "Signer ID/Organisation number". Previously this only 
affected Nordea, now you need to enter a Signer ID/Organisation number for all banks. A new setting 
"Agreement/Customer number (ISO)" is added; this setting affects ISO payments and need to be used for 
all banks. 

Sales 

 JLIN-9UJEU6 - Find and replace Seller in the Customer List procedure, list type Settings could replace 

with incorrect Seller. 

 JLÖR-9XJJNR - Additional name on Configured parts wasn’t transferred from the Part in the Manufacturing 
Company. 

 MWIK-A67JZ6 - If you delivery reported a Fictitious Parts incorporated part per row in the Delivery List 
procedure, the rows below were automatically reported by MONITOR. 

 SSTG-A77DHZ - MONITOR shut down with a program error when you added material rows with mandatory 
Cost units in the Report Service Order procedure. 

 GÅNY-A7AB2N - The Invoicing charge wasn’t calculated to the customer’s currency on the Easy Invoice 
forms. 
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 PGRG-A7MBC9 - The Import EDI Orders procedure supports Blanket orders and with draws quantity from 
Blanket order – Sales during import. 

 SSTG-A7MCGD - If you changed quantity on an Order row that was included in a Total amount, the total 
amount wasn’t updated on basis of the new quantity. This could our in the following procedures: Register 
Quote, Register Customer Order and Register Invoices Directly. 

 AKWK-A85GGG - It wasn’t possible to create purchase order on service work in the Register Service 

Order procedure. 

 LAHM-A86DSG - The total became incorrect on Easy Invoice forms if you used Show Only Total Price on 
customer order and VAT exempt rows. 

 SHÖD-A89J4H - A heading is changed from Project to Proj. fr. invoicing in lists in the Invoicing Log 
procedure. The project information will be taken from the invoicing header instead from the customer order 
header. 

 FOHN-A8AB7H - The Packing List procedure didn’t have any warning if all rows weren’t packed. 

 JEDS-A8CCB6 - Distributed purchase could display incorrect quantity in the XML-file in the Print Delivery 
Schedules procedure. 

 MSVK-A8KDBU - The VAT was positive on credit invoices in the Accounts Receivable Analysis 
procedure. 

 FOHN-A8PK8E - News: We have implemented the new routing for DSV which is valid from 2016-04-01. 
The new file DSV_Routing.csv is available in this version of MONITOR and in patch 08.01.09.040, patch 
08.01.08.040 and on our website. 

 LAHM-A8TB4P - The information text about EU trade (the same text as on the forms) was missing in the 
Cusin factoring file. 

 AKWK-A8XB8H - The upper part of the frame around the text Quote on the Quote form wasn’t displayed 
and the lower part of the frame was displayed in the Quote number frame. This error occurred on Crystal 
Reports forms. 

 AFOG-A8YCQ9 - The Dispatch Advice procedure could shut down with a program error after an AutoRun. 

 SSÖG-A8ZCQQ - Purchase order created from Customer order didn’t use the unit from the Supplier’s 
language code; the Customer order rows unit was used instead. 

 PGRG-A8ZETY - Empty rows could be added when you registered Customer orders by using MONITOR-to-
MONITOR. This could occur if the customer didn’t have the suppliers Part number in the supplier link. 

 LREM-A95C6U - This applies to Service Orders. If you reported a bit more than entered on the order, i.e. 
5,5 meters when the order was 5 meters, the Easy Invoice form and the regular Crystal Reports invoice 
form incorrect quantity compared to the Accounts receivables. 

 AKWK-A95GSL - The message "Add the row at the end of this position?" could be displayed in the Delivery 
Reporting procedure. This occurred if you added a new row with a configured part and then delivery 
reported all rows, saved and then entered another order number and loaded that order. 

 SWIO-A98HWG - The link from the Register Customer Order procedure to the Register Quote 
procedure linked to incorrect Sub-number. 

 LAHM-A9GB7T - It wasn’t possible to preview invoices from the Accounts Receivable Ledger procedure 
in Chinese systems. 

 SHÖD-A9KH2F - It wasn’t possible to preview invoices in the Search Accounts Receivable Ledger and 
Accounts Receivable Analysis procedures. 

 SSÖG-A9L9F6 - Systems with adaptation 82 - Calculate Order Inflow Based on Delivery Schedule Import 
could incorrectly give order inflow with negative amount if you already had delivered an order row that was 
imported again in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 
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Inventory 

 SWIO-A7PGTX - Selection on Actual delivery period displayed too many records in the Supplier Rating 
and Delivery Reliability procedures. 

 CSIG-A82K85 - Parts got incorrect serial number when the serial number consisted of more than nine 
characters. This error occurred when you created more than one serial number per row. 

 FOHN-A8AAYZ - Language code was missing when you used MONITOR-to-MONITOR to register 
nonconformities in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 PFLN-A8WJKG - News: Now it’s possible to Total sales from all WHs in the Prepare Annual Budget 
procedure. This applies to systems with the supplement Warehouse Management. 

 AKWK-A999Z8 - If you had selected Show comment in the Physical Inventory Difference procedure, the 
value of the part was added as many times as a comment was entered. 

Workshop Info 

 FPEN-A8JJEU - An error message was displayed if you used Find-as-you-Type (FayT) in the Priority 
Planning procedure if you also had a filter on department in the PopUp Work centers. 

 PPEN-A8YFKP - Comments entered on work in the Recording Terminal procedure wasn’t displayed in the 
Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure. 

Accounting 

 GÅNY-A7QE6X - The Preview tab in the Search Management Accounting procedure had a so called 
water mark, which also was displayed on the actual printouts. 

 GÅNY-A8HGJG - News: A Danish chart of accounts is added and can be selected in the Charts of 
Accounts procedure. A MQL-fil is available with the headings for the chart of accounts, if you don’t want to 
add headings manually. 

General Settings 

 JELA-A8ACYP - It wasn’t possible to disconnect BID (Business Intelligence Database), BIS (Business 
Intelligence Settings) and EIM users from the database by using the Logged-on Users procedure. 

 JELA-A8HH7M - Charts couldn’t be attached in e-mails sent by AutoRuns if the first printer registered in the 
Printers procedure was displayed with a red sad symbol. This will work no matter printer dialogue and 
printer status. 

 FOHN-A8ZJCJ - Improvements are made in the Activities procedure to make it easier to use. 

Management Accounting 

 MSVK-A4UCDN - When you hadn’t checked Reverse coding for sign change for the coding method used for 
increased WIP value or if you managed negative reporting with an own coding method, in the Update 
Coding Method procedure, the negative reporting (adjustments of reported time) was coded as an 
increase of the WIP value instead of as a decrease. 

 GÅNY-A7FEUS - News: New Coding methods for CC, CU and Project are added for Inventory log and Price 
Change Log WIP in the Update Coding Method procedure. The new alternatives are: Main part's pgrp., 
Main part's part code, Part category and Main part's part cat. Note that Main part is the Main part on the 
Manufacturing order. 

 MSVK-A8SGE9 - The Posterior Coding procedure didn’t match records in the Manufacturing order log 
when Other term on the Coding method was Department (code). 

 LREM-A9MGVE - It wasn’t possible to deselect incorrect records in the price change log in the Print Log 
Ledger procedure. 
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